
1.1-1.11 Constituent-order typology overview

1.1. Constituent order in independent clauses

A text study of 150 Desano independent clauses in continuous text, with

their accompanying dependent clauses, shows that the basic constituent or-

der in Desano is OV with the subject (S) generally preceding the verb (V)

and the object/patient (O). The following table shows the distribution of

subject, object, and verb in the independent declarative transitive, includ-

ing bitransitive clauses. Desano is a nominative-accusative language (§7.1).

(1) Distribution of S, O, and V in transitive clauses

OV VO SV VS
34 8 11 6

The preferred clause structure in long narratives is verb plus one or

no overtly expressed arguments. On a count of 150 clauses, only 23 con-

tained the verb plus two arguments. This is not the pattern in more iso-

lated sentences where the subject and object both need to be identified.

In a letter written by a Desano covering various topics, 9 out of 11 tran-

sitive clauses had both the subject and object overtly expressed with a

noun, clause, or pronoun.

1.2. Order of direct and indirect objects

The order of direct and indirect objects, when both occur in the

clause, is flexible, though both generally precede the verb. The direct

object takes either no marker or -re, which is a specifier (see §4.1). The
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indirect object obligatorily takes -re. Examples of direct and indirect ob-
jects in a clause are given in (2)-(3).

(2) erop-ii-gi ih-re bId-re were-dia-bi

thus-do-ms this-SPC 2p-SPC Say-DESID-NONS'PST

Therefore, I wanted to advise you of this.

(3) Lino bla-re i here obeo-a-bi

Lino 2p-spc this nev^s send-REc"psT-3ms

Lino sent the following message to you.

1.3 Adpositions

Desano uses only postpositions in adpositional phrases. Examples
(4)-(6) illustrate postpositions (see also §3.10).

(4) guburi doka

logs below
under logs

(5) yukigi gobe po?eka-ge

tree hole inside-LOC

inside a hole in a tree

(6) goe-ri bohe kore

return-DVB time before

before noon

1.4. Descriptive modifiers, numerals, and demonstratives

The DESCRIPTIVE MODIFIER, described in §3.8, generally precedes the

head noun in the noun phrase. When it goes before the head, it is

marked with a deverbalizer but not with a class or gender marker. It fol-

lows the head noun when a demonstrative, number, or genitive pre-

cedes the noun. Following the noun, the deverbalized modifier is

inflected with the noun class or gender marker, or the noun is repeated

if it does not have a separate class marker. Since, when the modifier fol-

lows the head noun, it has to take the noun class or gender marker, or

the noun itself has to be repeated, it could be argued that in these cases

the modifier is still preceding the head noun because it is preceding its

substitute (see further discussion in §10.1-10.3).
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Examples (7)-(10) show various occurrences of descriptive modifiers.

Note that the modifiers in examples (8) and (10) occur following the

head noun because a number precedes it; (10) is an illustration of a

noun that is not classified so the noun is repeated after the deverbalized

modifier. An alternative analysis is that the noun phrase occurs twice, in

apposition, and in each instance the deverbalized modifier precedes the

noun. In (8), however, only the classifier follows the modifier.

(7) ye-ri diu-ri

be"bad-DVB egg-p

bad eggs

(8) yuhu-ru wi-ri-ni wia-ri-ru

one-CL fly-DVB-CL large-DVB-CL

one large plane

(9) baha-ra bdsd

a"lot-AN people

many people

(10) yuhu gobe i?kd-ri gobe

one hole deep-DVB hole

a deep hole

NUMERALS usually occur before the head noun, or follow the head
noun and precede the classifier. They follow the demonstrative when it

is in the same noun phrase. With animate nouns, the numerals often fol-

low the head noun; the numerals carry the gender or class suffix that

agrees with the noun.

(11) i?re wi?i

three house

three houses

(12) su?ri pe-ye opa-a

clothes two-CL have-NON3"pRES

I have two dresses.

(13) igi pord pe-rd

3ms children two-ANp

his two children
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The DEMONSTRATIVES i (this), si (that), and iri (anaphoric) occur pre-

ceding the head noun and before the numeral in the noun phrase. They

take a noun classifier when preceding or replacing inanimate, countable

nouns. They can and most frequently do occur without the noun.

(14) i bo?be-ri

this work-DVB
this work

(15) iri wapiki-ri sebddd

this four-DVB week
these four weeks

(16) iri-ru-re kore-rd

this-CL-SPC wait-ANp

waiting for this (plane)

1.5. Genitives

In a possessive phrase, the genitive ya precedes the head noun as in

(17)-(18); ya can occur alone without a head noun when referring to

nonindividuated inanimate objects as in (19). See §3.7 for further dis-

cussion of the genitive.

(17) gia ya wi?i

ix GEN house

our house

(18) yi?i-ya^ hdleta

is-GEN suitcase

my suitcase

(19) igo ya

3fs GEN

her things

1.6. Affixation and verb auxiliaries

Affixation in Desano consists of suffixes only. The verb morphology

of the language is quite extensive with suffixes expressing emphasis,

'^yi?i-ya is contracted to ya?a in normal speech.
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direction of movement, causation, benefaction, negation, contra-

expectation, as well as evidentiality, aspect, tense-mood, and person-

number. Verbs may also take derivational suffixes to form nouns or ad-

verbs, including descriptive modifiers w^hich are formed in the same
way as nouns. Example (20) shows a nominalized verb with a root and

four suffixes and also illustrates the use of the auxiliary ii- 'do', which is

one of the ways in Desano to code causation (§6.1).

(20) era gia hasi-biri-bo-ra-re bdsi-ki ii-ba

3p ix know-NEG-POT-DVB-spc know-SR do-3p

They caused us to know what we didn't know but/and had
potential for knowing.

The auxiliary verbs in Desano are ii- 'do' and wa- 'go' (see §5.9). They
follow the main verb that carries the semantic load.

(21) bohoto yea ii-bd gia-re

hand grasp do-3p ix-SPC

They shook our hand.

(22) kdri-a wa-bi

sleep-PERF go-3ms

He has fallen asleep.

1.7. Relative clauses

Relative clauses in Desano follow the head noun. The verbs in these

clauses are always nominalized and agree with the head noun (see

§10.1). They can take the same inflectional suffixes as the main verb,

except for evidentiality markers, but for semantic reasons they tend to

be more restricted. In example (23) the relative clause is bracketed.

(23) Alfonso [gahi-^ ari-dia-di-gi]

Alfonso other-ms come-DESiD-PST-ms

Alfonso, the other one who wanted to come

1.8. Comparatives

In comparative constructions, the comparative postposition dopa, of-

ten followed by the limiter -ta (§11.3), follows the standard of compari-

son. Comparative constructions can be a word, a clause, or a phrase.
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(24) pera dopa-ta a?ri-bd

pera like-LiM be-3p

They are like the pera (a large ant with a painful sting).

(25) hid yi-re od-ro ii-ro dopa-ta yi-sd bid herd

2p is-spc be"good-DVB do-DVB like-LiM is-also 2p with

od-ro dn-dia-a

be^gOod-DVB be-DESID-NON3>RES

I want to be well with you like you do well to me.

1.9. Negation

Standard negation is accomplished in Desano by the suffix -biri

which, with its variants -bi and -bea, occurs with all verb forms; -bi/-be

also negativizes the quantifier baha- *a lot'. There is also a negative fu-

ture suffix -sobe 'will not do' which occurs verb final, and there are two
negative verbs: bdri- 'not be' and boo- *not have' (see chapter 9).

(26) yi?i bird wa-dia-biri-ku-ri

Is with gO-DESID-NEG-ASSUM-Q

Don't you want to go with me?

(27) gia-re gahi-ro-pa ii-bdsi-biri-bd

Ix-SPC Other-n-MAN do-ABIL-NEG-3p

They could not do otherwise to us.

(28) bd?be-bi-gi d?ri-bi

WOrk-NEG-ms be-3ms

He is a non-worker.

(29) wai baha-be-rd wehe-bd

fish alot-NEG-ANp kill-3p

They killed a few fish.

(30) deko bere-sobe

water fall-NEG'^FUT

It will not rain.

(31) a?i-sd bdri-di-rd dri-bd

father-also notT^e-PST-ANp be-3p

My parents weren't there.
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(32) de ydkd hdri boo-a

first manioc'drink li notTiave-NONs'pRES

We don't have any manioc drink at all.

1.10. Questions

In polar questions (§8.1), the question marker is a suffix that occurs

at the end of the main verb and replaces the person, number, and gen-

der suffixes that vi^ould have occurred there.

(33) biapord wehe-ri-re o-beo-biri-bo-ku-ri

ants kill-DVB-spc give-send-NEG-POT-ASSUM-Q

You wouldn't send out some ant-poison, would you?

(34) bid a?ra-ri

2p come-Q

Did you come?

In information questions (§8.2), the interrogative pronouns generally

occur initially in the sentence while the question marker still appears on
the verb.

(35) dod diki a?ra'ri

who each come-Q
How many came/Who all came?

(36) dlpe waha-ki-ri

how^much pay-VB-Q

How much does it cost?

Desano has a question particle, ka, that follows a noim or phrase to

ask a question about the expression.

(37) bid pord ka

2s children Q
What about your children?

1.11. Summary

A review of this section shows that Desano generally fits the pattern

for OV languages. It is a suffixing language. There are only postpositions

(no prepositions). Auxiliary verbs follow the main verb. Question words
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are sentence initial. Noun phrases have some variations: the genitive

and the demonstrative modifiers precede the head, but the numerals

and descriptive modifiers can both precede and follow the head noun,

although they always precede either the head noun or its corresponding

classifier. The relative clause also follows the head noun. In compara-

tive constructions, the descriptive modifier follows the standard of

comparison.
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